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General Introduction 

The work reported in this thesis was carried out during the 

last three years at the Oa.lifornia. Institute of 1'echnology as part 0£ 

Research Project 37 of the .American Petroleum Institute. The general 

purpose of the investigation is the study of the fundamental properties 

of hydrocArbon mixtures which control their retention in underground 

f orma.t ions. 

The work of earlier investigators had indicated that rather 

large challges in the physical properties from those observed at atmos

pheric pressure took place when natural hydrocarbon mixtures were at 

equ.ilibrit1111 under the pressures and temperatures found in ~ natural 

reservoirs. As the physical properties such as viscosity, density, etc. 

have a large effect on the retention of the oil in a natural reservoir, 

.• a st~ 0£ the more important o:f them was undertaken by the .American 

Petrole'Ull\ Institute. The work of Project 37 has been restricted to 

measm·ements o:f the composition, rate of solution. density, change in 

volume, specific heat. viscosity of :hydrocarbon mixtures as a function 

of pressure and temperature. The derived thermal properties are of in

terest in the determination of the available energy of a natural 

reservoir. 

The work reported in this thesis consists of a description of 

the apparatus used in the general study of the physical properties ot 

hydrocarbon mixtures under equilibrium conditions, and of complete 

equilibri'um data on the system composed of methane and propane, and of 

complete pressure-volume-temperature end thermal data on p'llre propane. 

Both studies covered most of the pressure and temperature ranges encoun.

t ered in underground formations. 
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Phase Equilibria in Hydrocarbon Systems 
I. Methods and Apparatus 
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A KNOWLEDGE of the 
ueluwior of uompfox hy
drocarbon systems under 

equilibrium conditions corre
sponding to those found in under
ground petroleum reservoirs is of 
primary importance to the 
petroleum production technolo
gist. The simpler examples of 
such systems are also of interest 
from the purely scientific point 
of view. 

Apparatus and methods for studies of phase 
equilibria in hydrocarbon mixtures at pressures 
up to 200 atmospheres in the temperature range 
from 20° to 100° C. are described. The data ob
tained permit the prediction of the density, com
position, and relative mass of each phase present 
when a mixture of any total composition is brought 
to equilibrium at any set of temperature and pres
sure conditions within the range studied. Subse
quent articles of this series will present data for 
both simple and complex mixtures. 

MEASUREMENT OF ENTERING 
MATERIALS 

Relatively nonvolatile liquids 
were measured by weighing 
a suitable container before and 
after pouring the sample into 
the equilibrium vessel. The 
latter was then closed and con
nected for use. If the liquid 
was a pure substance of volatile 
character, a portion of it was 
distilled into the equilibrium 
vessel from a weighed con-

The aim of this work was to 
follow the behavior of gaseous 
and liquid phases present in 
equilibrium at temperatures ranging from 20° to 100° C. 
(fiS ° F. to 212 ° F .) anrl a.t prp,s;;urp,s from 1 to 200 11.t.mm1pheres 
(approximately 15 to 3000 pounds per square inch absolute). 
In order to ascertain completely the state of the system, 
measurements of the density, volume, and composition of each 
of the phases present were required. Those measurements 
were made over a series of temperatures, pressures, and total 
compositions in order that the effect of these variables might 
be determined. 

tainer. Volatile complex liquids 
were cooled to a sufficiently low temperature to be handled 
by the method used for nonvolatile liquids. 

The equilibrium 
method used in this 
work resolved itself 
into the following 
steps: the measure. 
ment of the amount 
of an original liquid 
phase placed in an 
equilibrium vessel, 
the measurement of 
a series of quantities 
of gaseous material 
and their quantita
tive compression 
into the equilib
rium vessel, the 
attainment of 
equilibrium, and 
the determination 
of the state of the 
system .after each 
addition of ma
terial. 

Gases entering the system were measured by withdrawing 
from a calibrated reservoir of constant volume and noting 
the resulting drop in pressure. The sample bomb containing 
the gas supply was heated in a diethylene glycol bath to a. 
sufficiently high temperature to insure complete vaporiza
tion. That the temperature used was high enough could be 

FIGURE 1. COMPRESSOR AND CONTROL PANEL 

verified by deter
mination uf the dew 
point of the gas at 
the pressure exist
ing in the sample 
bomb, as described 
below. The gas 
was then admitted, 
through heated tub
ing lines, to the 
reservoir bomb in a 
diethylene glycol 
bath carefully ther
mostated at 100.0° 
C. The reservoir 
was so calibrated 
that the quantity of 
gas in it was known 
for any given pres
sure up to a maxi
mum of about 20 
atmospheres. The 
calibration was 
made for each gas 
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FIGURE 2. EQUILIBRIUM 
CELL 

by filling to nearly maximum 
pressure, drawing off succes
sive portions of gas into a 
mercurY buret for measuring 
the volume at atmospheric 
pressures, and noting after 
each withdrawal the pressure 
in the reservoir. 'l'hA hnrAt. 
was located in an air bath 
maintatned at 40.0° C. 
(104.0° F.) by a thermostat 
control. The density of the 
gas was measured by means 
of an Edwards gas density 
balance placed in the same 
air bath. Having obtained 
this calibration, the mass of 
gas withdrawn from the 
reservoir for use in the equi
librium system could be deter
mined from the reservoir 
pressure reading before and 
n.fter withdrawal 

The gas pressure in the 
reservoir was measured by a 
fluid pressure scale connected 
to tho reservoir by an oil
filled tube. The gas was kept 
from contact with this oil by 

interposing a mercury U-tube. The volume of the reservoir 
was kept constant within0.005ml. (ina total volume of 175ml.) 
by forcing in or withdrawing oil from the connecting tube with 
a screw plunger, the correct volume being indicated by the flash 
of a signal lamp operated through a pointed contact just above 
the mercury surface on the oil side of the U-tube. A shut-off 
valve was installed in the bottom of the U in order that the 
reservoir might be evacuated without disturbing the pressure
measuring system. The fluid pressure scale used was a 
modified Crosby instrument having a range from atmospheric 
pressure to 300 pounds per square inch (20 atmospheres), 
readings being reproducible to 0.1 pound per square inch. 

This method of gas moasurement was successfully used 
for gases ranging in composition from methane to untreated 
natural gas from the well. The variation of different calibra
tions for the same gas was less than 0.2 per cent. The reser
voir Wal!! all!!o Ul!!eful fur ueterruiuaLiuu uf eompressibility 
factors of gases at pressures up to 200 atmospheres, by the 
method developed at the U.S. Bureau of Standarqs.1 

COMPRESSION OF GASES 

The gases used were measured at relatively low pressures 
(below 20 atmospheres) to avoid partial condensation. 
After measurement it was necessary to compress the measured 
samples quantitatively into the equilibrium vessel without 
contamination or absorption by such materials as lubricants. 
The equipment used was a compressor in the form of a steel 
buret provided with gas inlet and outlet valves at the bottom. 
The measured quantity of gas was drawn in from the reservoir. 
Mercury was then forced into the compressor by a steam
driven plunger pump. When· the gas in the top of the com
presisor was compre15sed to a preisisure exceeding that in the 
equilibrium cells, the gas outlet valve was opened and the 
gas forced into the cell. The level of the mercury was 
followed in the lower part of the buret by signal lights con
nected to insulated contacts in the wall of the compressor. 
To secure a minimum clearance volume (1.5 ml. in a total 
volume of 1500 ml.), the upper part of the compressor was 
constricted to about 4.8 mm. in diameter. In this tube 

•Bean, H. S., Bur. Standards J. Researck, 4, 645-61 (1930). 

was suspended a small carbon rod. As the mercury rose in 
the tube, the resistance between the upper end of the carbon 
rod and the mercury ·was reduced. A bridge circuit, one 
arm of which was the carbon rod, enabled one to follow the 
level of the mercury in the tube. This made it possible for 
the operator to make the stroke of the pump accurately 
reproducible. The gas inlet and outlet valves were integral 
wit.h t.hP. nppAr P.nd of t.hP. t.ube. 

As there was possibility of partial liquefaction of the gases 
if the compression were done at room temperature, the entire 
compressor was electrically thermostated at 100° C. A 
photograph of the compressor and the accompanying control 
panel is shown in Figure 1. The apparatus was always so 
operated that the pressures were kept well below the dew 
point of the gas in the pump at the time. By care in this 
regard the possibility of condensation in the compressor was 
avoided. For the Same reason the lines connecting the 
compressor with the reservoir and with the equilibrium cell 
were electrically heated to 100° C. Their temperature was 
measured by small thermocouples soldered to the lines. 

EQUILIBRIUM CELL 

Equilibrium was attained in a steel bomb (Figure 2) whose 
inside diameter was 2 inches (5.08 cm.), with an inside depth 
of 2.5 inches (6.35 cm.). The top was bolted to the body of 
the cell, a soft metal gasket being used to make a tight joint. 
Relatively nonvolatile liquids were placed in the bomb before 
closing, while gases were admitted through a connection in 
the top. At the end of a run the material in the system was 
removed by loosening a specially designed blow-off plug in 
the bottom of the bomb. When tight, this plug was just 
flush with the inside bottom surface of the bomb and so pre
vented any hydrocarbon material from being trapped or 
segregated. This bottom blow-off was found very useful, 
since relief of pressure through the top carried particles of 
liquid phase mechanically into the connecting lines, owing to 
frothing upon release G 
of dissolved e:as. 

In order to bring 
the contents of the 
bomb to equilibrium 
rapidly, it was 
mounted on a bell 
crank which was 
oscillated through an 
angle of about 60° by 
an electric motor 
drive. This mount
ing kept the body of 
the bomb submerged 
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in an oil bath which FmuRE 3. DEw PmNT APPARATUS 

was automatically 
controlled to the temperature at which measurements were 
being made. 

Since the inside of the bomb was made a!Jcurately cylindri
cal, a measurement of the height of liquid at any time when 
the bomb wn.!'t in 11. vmf.tP.A.I poRition gn.ve n. mAmmre of the 
volume of the liquid phase. To measure the position of the 
liquid surface, a short piece of 1.5-mil platinum-iridium wire 
was mounted at right angles to the axis of the cylindrical 
bomb on two needle points on tho end of a mioromotor screw. 
An electrical connection from one end of the wire was brought 
out of the bomb through an insulating sleeve in the microme
ter screw. The other end of the small wire was grounded to 
the bomb. During operation a small current (200 milli
amperes) was passed through this wire, raising its temperature 
slightly above that of its surroundings. If the micrometer 
was gradually screwed down until the wire touched the 
liquid surface, its temperature~ and hence i~s electrical resist-
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ance was suddenly changed. The resistance of the small 
wire

1 
alj in(iire,etly ~easured by a simple potentiometer 

circilitr ~a-ve a sttltable indication of this change, and thus the 
poRition of. the liq~id surface could be acc1;11'ately located, a;nd 

· · a reading of the nncrometer made. Readmgs of the position 
of the liquid surface were easily reproducible to 0.001 inch 
(0.0254 mm.) by this method. 

Pressures within the equilibrium cell were measured by 
means of another fluid pressure scale whose range was from 
atmospheric pressure to 3000 pounds per square inch (ap
proximately 200 atmospheres), readings being reproducible to 
one poµnd per square inch. T~ scale was connected to the 
equilibrium system by an oil-filled line and mercury U-tube 
similar to that of the reservoir system described. The cali-

. · ·· bration of the fluid pressure scale was checked by comparison 
with the vavur vreissures of pure carbon dioxide and pure 
pr-0pane at known temperatures. 

Since some of the gas measured and compressed into the 
equilibrium system did not pass into the equilibrium cell, 
it was necessary to know the amount of gas required to fill 
the connecting lines and the gas side of the mercury U-tube 
to any pressure within the working range. This portion of 
the system was always maintained at 100.0° C. to avoid con
densation therein. The determination of this correction, 
to be deducted from the amount of gas in the system, was 
made directly by compressing known amounts of the gas in 
que~t.ion into the lines, with the valve at the entrance to 
the equilibrium bomb closed, and measuring the pressures. 
This correction amounted to about 10 per cent of the total 
quantity of gas measured but could be determined with good 
accuracy. 

DEW POINT APPARATUS 

Dew point determinations furnish information which is 
useful in locating buumlary cundiLiurns ucLween Lhe une- and 
two-phase portions of these equilibrium ·diagrams. The 
apparatus used for such determinations consisted of a pres
sure cell built into a steel block whose temperature was ther
mostatically controlled. The essential features of this 
apparatus are shown in Figure 3. A hemispherical copper 
tip, A, 3 mm. in radius, was supported from the steel cell top, 
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FIGURE 4. ELEVATION AND PLAN 
OF GAS DENSITY BALANCE 

A. Copper plummet containing mov-
able solenoid 

~: ~f~:i~~: ~~'!,~met 
D. Stationary solenoid 
E. Contact point 
F. Mercury cup 
G. Torsion suspension 

B, and the supporting 
parts were covered by 
the heat-insulating shell, 
C. This tip was kept at 
constant temperature 
by circulating ther
mostated oil in contact 
with its upper surface 
through the concentric 
tubing lines, D. The 
walls of the cell were 
held at a so mew hat 
higher temperature (3 ° 
to 4° C. higher) in order 
to prevent condensation 
on them. Approxi
mately 0.1 mm. below 
the copper tip was sup
ported upon the electri
cally insulated points, F, 
a copper-constantan 

· thermocouple, E, of No. 40 B & S gage wire. This junction 
was prepared by carefully silver-soldering the wires exactly 
end-to-end in a hydrogen atmosphere. Another couple was 
located just inside the surface of the tip. Since the sus
pended junction was at a slightly higher temperature than 
the cooled tip, the difference in temperature could be in
dicated by including both couples through the leads, G, in a 

closed circuit with 
a sensitive galva
nometer. The 
actual tempera
ture of the copper 
tip was measured 
by the internal 
couple and a po
tentiometer. 

The dew point 
determination was 
made by slowly 
compressing the 
gas sample into 
the cell until a 
11mall amount or' 
liquid formed on 
the copper tip thus 
bridging between 
the tip and the 
suspended couple 
and decreasing the 
temperature 
difference be
tween them. This 
caused a sudden FIGURE 5. DENSITY BALANCE 
deflection of the ARRl<MRLY 

galvanometer 
mirror which was easily noticeable. A pressure reading having 
been taken, the pressure in the cell was then slowly decreased 
until the liquid just disappeared from the tip, and the pres
sure was again read. The final pressure was taken as the mean 
of several readings at disappearance of liquid, which differed 
ordinarily by only about 1 pound per square inch or about 
0.1 atmo:sphere from the pre11sure at which liquid formed. 

DENSITY APPARATUS 

In the study of complex mixtures, such as those found in 
petroleum pools, two phases are almost always present, and 
measurements with the equilibrium cell and dew point 
apparatus are not sufficient to determine fully the state of the 
system. This necessitates direct measurement of the density 
of each of the phases. 

A type of density balance was developed for the measure
ment of both gas and liquid densities at equilibrium pressures 
up to 200 atmospheres. Two schematic views are shown in 
Figure 4. The aluminum beam (8 cm. in length) carries on 
one end an aluminum plummet and on the other a copper 
plummet. As the volumes of the plummets are unequal, 
the masses being approximately equal, the force required to 
keep the beam in balance is a function of the density of the 
fluid in which the balance is immersed. This restoring force 
was supplied by two repelling solenoids, one of which was 
placed within the copper plummet and the other mounted 
directly above it in a stationary copper housing. A measure
ment of the current flowing through the two coils in series 
when they held the beam in balance gave an indication of 
the density of the fluids. The beam was supported by a 
light steel torsion mounting, the two members of which also 
served as electrical leads to the movable solenoid. The 
position of balance was indicated by the flash of a signal lamp 
connected in series with the platinum contact point and the 
mercury surface in the cup. The current (100 to 300 milli
amperes) flowing through the coils was determined by means 
of a potentiometer which measured the voltage drop across a 
standard resistance placed in the circuit. 

Two such balances, one for the gas phase and one for the 
liquid phase, were mounted, one above the other, in a frame 
suspended from the removable top of a pressure cell. A 
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phuLugraph uf this asseniuly is shown in Figure 5. A centrifu
gal agitator was provided in the bottom of the pressure cell 
to secure equilibrium between the two phases. The entire 
cell was immersed in an oil bath whose temperature was care
fully regulated. The equilibrium pressure was measured by 
a fluid pressure scale connected to the inlet line by a mercury 
U-tube trap similar to those previously described. 

Since the relation between the flow of current through the 
coils and the density of the fluid was somewhat complicated, 
the balances were directly calibrated by immersing them in 
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liquids and gases of 
known densities 
and measuring the 
current required to 
bring the beams into 
bo1ti,noo. A sample 
calibration curve of 
the gas density 
balance is shown in 

FIGURE 6. DENSITY BALANCE CALI- Figure 6. Fur this 
BRATION CunvE calibration carbon 

dioxide under vary
ing pressures was used, the density of carbon dioxide being 
determined by measuring its compressibility under the same 
conditions of temperature and pressure as those at which 
the balance was calibrated. 

APPLICATION TO COMPLEX MIXTURES 

When studying a complex mixture of crude oil and natural 
gas, the oil was weighed into the equilibrium cell and its 
volume and vapor pressure wore measured at tho desired 
temperature. A measured quantity of natural gas was then 
admitted from the reservoir through the compressor. The 
equilibrium cell was agitated until the pressure remained 
constant. After each ·addition of gas the equilibrium pres
sure and the volume of the liquid phase were measured. 
The additions of gas were continued until the maximum de
sired saturation pressure had been reached. From these data 
were obtained the total mass of material and the volume of 
each phase, but the densities and the compositions were still 
undetermined. The densities of the two phases were deter
mined by carrying out measurements ·under identical condi
tions of temperature and initial concentration of oil in the 
density balance apparatus. The mass present in each phase 
could then be calculated from its volume and density. 

Since the exact compositions of the crude oils themselves 
would be very difficult to determine, no attempt was made 
to ascertain the composition of the liquid phase. The com
position of the natural gas used was determined by low
temperature fractionation analysis. By careful manipula
tion to take advantage of the strong tendency for these hydro
carbon solutions to supersaturate, equilibrium gas samples 
could be withdrawn. The removal of such a sample neces
sarily terminated that particular experiment. In this way it 
was possible to account for the transfer of the more volatile 
constituents between the phases present. 

If the assumption was made that the compressibility of the 
equilibrium gas phase was substantially the same as that of 

the original gas used (or some function of it), the apparent 
solubility of the original gas in the original liquid at various 
temperatures and pressures could be determined by measure
ments with the equilibrium cell. This assumption would be 
most nearly valid at lower temperatures, at lower pressures, 
and with natural gases containing less of the easily conden
sable constituents. In these complex hydrocarbon mixtures 
the solubility of the gas in the liquid loses its exact significance, 
since the process occurring when the two are brought to 
equilibrium consists of a partial transfer of constituents from 
each phase to the other. 

APPLICATION TO SIMPLE MlxTURES 

Simple hydrocarbon systems containing only two or three 
constituent substances may be studied with more precision, 
and a more complete picture of their behavior can be obtained. 
Such studies, therefore, offer an effective method of determin
ing the fundamental behavior of hydrocarbons in mixtures, 
thus paving the way to more exact studies of the complex 
mixtures. 

In the case of two-component systems, the entire amount 
of the less volatile component was admitted first to the 
equilibrium cell hy t.he met.hod heRt. Rnit,ed t.o its volat.ilit.y. 
The volume of the liquid phase, if any existed, was· then 
measured. The more volatile component was measured into 
the equilibrium cell in a series of additions, the resulting 
equilibrium pressure and liquid volume being · determined 
after each addition, until the pressure reached the working 
maximum of the apparatus. A series of determinations of 
this type was made at constant temperature but with sys
tematically varied amounts of the le~s volatile cumpunenL 
initially added. The work was then repeated at different 
temperatures. It was impossible to obtain precise data in 
the. condensed portions of the system at compositions ap
proaching that of the less volatile component, as the cell was 
completely full Of liquid and the attainment of equilibrium 
doubtful. The relations between composition, temperature, 
and pressure for the saturated gas were determined by use 
of the dew point apparatus. From these data and those from 
the equilibrium cell, the composition and density of the liquid 
phase and the density of the gas phase were obtained. The 
density and P.ompressibilit.y when only one ph11.se was preRent 
were determined from the equilibrium cell measurements. 
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PH.ASE EQUILIBRIA IN HYDROCARBON SYSTEMS 

METHODS AND .APPARATUS 

MEASUREMENT OF VISCOSITIES OF LIQUIDS 

SATURATED WITH GASES AT HIGH PRESSURES 



Reprinledfmm 1rw/yfi,:u/ J:Jdilio11 
lNIHISTHHL ·IND EMDJ\EEllJ:'<l(J <:HEMJSTH) 

I ul. ;,, l'.111·~ :!Iii, .111/y J.'1, W:J:J 

Measure1I1ent of 
cosities <)f Lic1 u:ids Satt1-

rated ·with C~ases 
at Higl1 l_)ressures 

HHuci,: H. f.hGI!], California .lm;titule uf Tn.:bwilogy, 
Pasadena, Calif. 

TH.E iutereot of the 11etrnleum iJHlu~try in increasing the 
yield of crude oil from producing formations has 
caui:ied rnuch tliought to lie ginm to tlie factors 

controlling it,; reconry. One of tlie IJJo~t iH1Jiorta11t <Ji tl1e;;e 
'tJJpears 1•1 lie the JH'opertie;; uf tlw •1il ibelf. J'n:\·iuu,; iH
vestigator;; found that dis,solving natural gas iu crude oil 

FIGUI\E 1. DL~ORAlll OF BALL AND 
TUBg 

had a surprisfog effect on many of its phyi;ieal properties. 
A general study of thmm d1angflH Wll" 11ndPrf:1kPn 11t. tloe 
California Institute a::: He8earch Project 37 of the American 
Petroleum Institute. This paper describes the viscometer 
developed for the ~tudy of the effect of dissolved gas on the 
vfaco~ity of crude oik 

In order to duplicate in 6ome measure the range of condi
tions fouud in petroleum formation:;;, saturation pressures 
up to 200 atmos1>heres (2940 pounds per square inch) and 
temperatures ranging from 20° to 95° C. (70° to 200° F.) 
mu:;t lJe attained. The work of other investigator,; (1 ), at 
lower pressures, indicated that the change in vi8co.sity of the 
oil would be very large at saturation pressures of 200 atmos
phere~. An instrument is therefore required which will 

(1) 



Jm?a::'lfff? :weuratcly .t \\itle rang;e of \ ioeo,.itieo 11itlmut re-
1111iring intermediate alterat forns or readjust men ts. There are 
,,c1 \!l'iil utl1er require111enls \d1id1 lliUtt be nid by ;m iu~tJ'U-
1rn:1Jt. '"1it<1l1lu fm· tJ,b "tudy. 8v11Jt: Ilh:·>ll~ niq,:it h: 11ro•.idt:d 
for c:sta bli•hing cqnilibrium between the ga~ and oil '\\ it!Jin a 
rca~onable time. The imtrumcmt should lie of tiud1 a nature 
tlwt it.~ caliliraliou io indtJH!Wlt·JJt of proc~Ul·e. There i~i abo 
ilced tor JJh::H1' uf 111e:1.,;uring tlw ::;aturatiuJJ Jll'l:::>bl!I'e awl uf 
hi tiutaiuing tbto t1:u1perc1t1uc ut tliu 'iouJIHCter t:uJJ::lcu,t 
duriHt; a given set uf llleasurements. 

!'HJf,l'Jl'J.B llTJJ.JZt:U 

TVBt:' 

\ 
r \\.. CONTM! __ h 

Fu;uRE 2. .DuuRAM OF VtscoSTTY-MEASURJNG APPARATUS 

the needs of thi:; work was a modified form of the viscometer 
developed by Flowers (;J) aud Hersey (4). The ~ketch in 
Figure l illui:;trate;i the principle of the intitrument. The ball 
a fa at tile upper end of the closed, liquid-filled tube b. As 
tlic ball lllO\Cti dowu tlie tulie (probably by both rolling and 
~liding), tlie di;placed liquid mutit lluw paet it through the 
space between the hall and the tube. For any given uall 
"ith the tube held at a constant angle, the trarnl time of the 
hall 111ulliplied by the difference lietwecn the density of the 
li:i II am) that of the liquid is a linear function of the absolute 
,-i:ot'.l):'ity nf the liquid. This linear f1rncti1m break,; down, 
however, if the rah: of JJJ<.1Yellle11t of the ball is ~o great 
tlia t I he fluw hecurnes turbulent. . 

(2) 
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Figure 2 is fl sketd1 of tlw imtrument de\:dupcd 1JJi11u 111,: 
above principle. In order thst equilibriurn l1el.11t·eJi tlw g:1, 
:md oil may be reached, n dched 1·irc11Jati11g Fy,;t.ern is J!l'U\ ided 
TJw liquid H.,w,; from th., Hatu1·td.i<11t oell <1 t.o tho •kn,;Jt,~ 
HH;:Jsurin;i, l1olllli rl, UJt'lh:e Iii the IJfJttom oJ tlie int:liHnl 
tube b iJl' the ds1:urndcr jt,;,elf, retumiJJg from tlie top of U1e 
tlll11i to Lhe ga;i :ijl:ti;e 11! tlw ,;:tlllt:1lioll c1:ll :\. ,,,11,111 

1;aJJJ JHWIJJ in the liottoJJJ of th,; ."i.iiuratio11 ecJJ tin:ubtt·~ 
the "il througJ1 the sy~l.ern a,; desired. A pl1ot.ogr:1Jih of ilte 
:wtual instrument is s}1own in l:t'igurc lt 

The entire system, except the upper fmrt uf the satw·atiuu 

FlGbllE 3. PHOTOUH\Pll OF 1NSTllUAJENT 

cell, i;:; lilJcd with the oil sawple, tlw syRtern lidng so ana11g(•d 
that any entrapped ga.,; h; ~Wl'jlt 1JUt upon circ11lati1m. Liquid 
is 1mmped t,Jirough I.lie ~ystt)IJJ after t!Jermal equililiriwn i~ 
attained, tlw ball being forced to the upper end of tlie tul1t· b 
above the outlet tube. When drculatioll i,; stopped, the liall 
is allowed to move ptirt way tlow11 the tube. The upper 
contact iJ is then screwed down u small amouJJi, and the 
circulation again started. Thn liall, moving up I.hie tuliP., 
now wedge,; itself against the lowered coutact, aud is in 
jJosition to start a measurement. Tliis pr()cedure of 11 edg,iug 
the ball from below the contact gives a sharper and uwn! 
rep1·odueihle rnfoas0 upon rui~i11g tho coutaot than h; tho ea~•l 
with the l 1all above. The ,valve f at the lower end of the 
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ball tube is now closed and the contact lifted, startil)g the 
ball the tube. The break in contact is recorded on I\ 

chronogravli. When the hall f,ouches the lower contact h, 
another mark is made on the chronograph record. The 
f is again opened, circulation reestablished, and the measure· 
nlCHt repeat<:'d often as deBfred, is admitted to 
tho top of the £atun1lfon eoll and mainblirwd 
until the attaiurnent of equilibrium i8 indicated 
of pressure reading. A new set of hall times is <letmw1111!:'1l 
al:i before, more g:1s i;; then admitted, and the measurements 
are iept:;;<ted at the 1esulting satur:ition pres:>ure. 
This proces:i is continued until the pl'essure approaches the 
upper limit of 200 atmospheres (2940 pounds per square iuch). 
A series of determinations of this nature involving meas
uremerits at ten ditierent pressures requires in the neigh
borhood of two hours after the initial thermal equilihrium 
has been reached. 
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FrnmtE 4. CAUBRA'l'ION C\mvEs FOR Two BA1.ts 

The density of the liquid is measured in the density bomb 
at oaoh of the outw·ation pressures by mcunri of a small torsion 
mounted balance. Since the two ends of the beam are con
structed of materials of different density, the volume dis
placed is different and the force required to bring the beam 
iuto lmlauce lt> a furwtlon of the density of the liquid in which 
it is immersed. This force is supplied by two solenoid coil,;, 
one mounted on the beam, and the other held in a fixed 
position. When current is passed through the coils a re
pelling force is exerted between them. By measuring the 
current flowing through the coils when the beam is in bal· 
ance, a measure of the density of the liquid in which the 
beam is immersed is ohtained. The instrument is calibrated 
by immersing it in a series of liquids of known density. 

The saturation pressures am measured by means of a fluid 
pressure scale connected to the gas space of the system 
thl'ongh n 1nereury trnp. 'l'he trap is ll•}ee'lill\ry to previent 
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contamination of the gas by the oil used in the fluid pressure 
scale. The temperature of the viscometer is held at any pre
determined value by means of an oil bath controlled by a 
mercury regulator. The temperature of the bath can be 
varied between 20° and 95° C. (70° and 200° F.); the 
maximum variation from the desired temperature during a 
run is about o.oa° C. (0.05° F.). 

CALIBHATION 

The viscometer is calibrated by measuring the roll time at 
aLmo;,;phl:lric JJrei:;i:;uni for liquitb uf known viscosity. The 
liquids used in this work were standardized by the Bureau of 
Standards. The viscosities of these liquids were known at 
several temperatures, so that the effect of temperature on the 
calibration of the instrument could be determined. 

Figure 4 shows calibration curves for two balls of slightly 
different sizes. The curves arc straight lines over Lhe greater 
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part of the range but flatten off at roll times ovpr twelve to 
fifteen minutes. This may be due to the break-down of the 
film between ball and tube. The effect of turbulence ca:n be 
seen at the short roll times on the upper curve. The instru
ment gives satisfactory results in this range if enough cali
bration liquids are used to give the location of the curve 
with the desired certainty. The marked divergence of the 
two curves for a small change in ball size points to the need 
of high accuracy in the machining of both the ball and the 
tube. It is also evident that change in the surface condition 
-0f either the ball or the tube will change the calibration of 
the instrument to a marked extent. The balls used in this 
work were spherical to within 0.0001 inch, this degree of 
accuracy being necessary to obtttin duplication of roll times 
of 0.25 per cent. 
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Th@ effect of pressure on the calibration of the instrument 
was investigated by comparing the small measured increase 
in viscosity of water under pressure with that expected from 
the work of Bridgman (2). This comparison indicated that 
at 170 atmospheres (2500 pounds per square inch) any change 
in calibration due to pressure could be neglected. 

Tlie range of measurable viscosities covered with one ball 
is quite large, frorn about 2500 milliµui~es Lluw u Lu 10 milli
poises. However, the long roll times encountered at the 
higher viscosities make a smaller ball desirable when working 
in this range. 

From the measured roll time and the density of the liquid, 
it is a simple matter to read the absolute viscosity from the 
calibration curve. The kinematic viscosity can then be 
comp11t.ed from the Hhfmlut.e viRcoRity and the density_ 

An illustrative set of results is shown in Figure 5. These 
viscosity curves are for a sample of Santa Fe Springs oil 
and dry natural gas at three temperatures. The decreased 
effect of the dis::;olved gas at tlrn higher temperatures is 
probably due to the lower solubility of the gas under these 
conditions. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The use of this instrument has indicated that: 
1. The viscometer described may be satisfactorily applied 

to the study of the effect of dissolved gas upon the viscosity 
of crude oil at relatively high pressures. 

2. The instrument is satisfactory for use at temperatures 
up to 100° C. (212° F.). 

3. A wide range of viscosities can be measured with one 
ball, and to extend such range greatly, only a simple change 
of ball sizes is needed. 

4. Buth the ball and the tube must be made with a high 
degree of accuracy. 

5. The density of the liquid must also be measured in 
order to arrive at either the kinematic or the absolute vis
cosity. 
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!rBE DETERMIN.A.TION OF THE THERM.AL PROPERTIES 
AND !rl:l.E 

P.USSURE-VOLUME-llMPERATUBE RELATIONS OF HYDROCARBON SYSTEMS 

A knowlede;e of the thermal properties and the presoure-

volume-temperature relations for natural lzy'd.roearbon systems is of 

interest to the petroleum producer in order to ascertain the available 

reservoir energy and the most suitable method of employing it in pro-

duetion. Such data on both simple a.nd natural systems are of value in 

determining the energy relations in su:bsequ.ent processes where no 

chemical changes are involved. The methods described in this paper 

permit the determination of all of the general thermodynamic properties 

of a )V'drocarbon system of constant composition, no matter how complex. 

The apparatus used has a range from 50°F to 250°F and pressures up to 

3000 pounds per square inch. 

General Method: The changes in all of the thermal properties 

at constant temperat'Ul"e ere completely determined by tho preee'l.lre-vol"UIIlO.:. 

temperature relations of the system, and can be rigorously calculated 

from them by application of the fundamental equations of thermodynamic 

equilibrium. (l) However, the cha.Dge in at lea.st one thermal property 

under known conditions (i.e., at a constant pressure or a constant 

volume) as a function of temperature mu.st be directly measured before 

all of the thermal properties of the system can be correlated as a func-

tion of temperat'llre. The following discussion will deal first, with an 

apparatus for determination of the pressure-volume-temperature relations, 

second, with an indirect method of meas'llrement of. the specific heat at 

constant pressure in the condensed region, third, with an adiabatic Cal-

orimeter for measurement of the specific heat at constant volume, and, 

finally, with the thermodynamic calculations. 
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2. 

The Pressure-Volume-Temperature Apparatus. 

The apparatus used in pressure-volume-temperature studies 

previously described by the author and his co-workers (see part I of 

this thesis) is not entirely suited for securing data for thermodynamic 

calculations. It was primarily a constant-volume apparatus in which 

the change in pressure with composition was followed at constant tem

perature. The thermodynamic calculations herein described 11I11st be made 

on a system of fixed composition and data obtained with the constant

volume apparatus required nm.ch interpolation before it could be used 

for such calculations. Moreover, this apparatus did not permit extended 

studies in the condensed region. For these reasons new methods were 

adopted in order to overcome these difficulties. 

A sketch of the apparatus used is shown in Fig. 1. It con

sists of a steel pressure cell (A.) whose inside diameter is two inches 

and whose height is eleven inches. The volume of this cell J:DaY" be varied 

at will by the addition or withdrawal of mercury through a valve located 

at (B) near the bottom of the cell. The mercury is supplied to the ap

paratus from a steam-driven reciprocating pump at pressures up to 3500 

pounds per square inch. The mercury,before being admitted to the cell, 

is preheated to the temperature of the apparatus. The volume of the space 

above the surface of the mercury is determined from the position of the 

mercury surface. The latter is ascertained by means of an electrical 

contact (E) which is mounted upon a hollow rod which enters the bottom 

of the cell through a packing gland. The wire from the electrical con-

t act (E) is brought out of the cell through the hollow rod and is con

nected through a sens1t1ve relay to a signal 11ght. '?he lower portion 
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of the rod (C) e:ngegea a nut (D) which ia in turn driven b7 the 

worm (F). A small motor attached to (F) permits the contact (E) to 

be moved up or down the length of the cell (A). The final adjust

ment of the position of the contact (E) is made by manual movement 

of the worm (F). As the rod (C) was threaded with extreme care a 

counter mounted upon the work (F) gives a direct indication of the 

position of the mercury surface. A photograph of the exterior of 

the apparatus is shown in Fig. 2. The total volume over the mercury 

surface for a given counter readiDg is determined by adding a known 

volume of liquid to the cell and determining the counter reading when 

the cell is just full of liquid at atmospheric pressure. This is in

dicated by a very rapid rise in pressure for a small addition of mer

cury. In Fig. 3 is shown a sample calibration curve. The line is 

extrapolated to atmospheric pressure and permits the determination 

of tho counter reading for a known vol"WD.e of the cell. The extrapo

lation to atmospheric pressure is necessary because the density of 

the calibrating oil is knwwn only at this pressure. Since the cell 

wa• carefully ma.chined and the screw was ma.d.e with high preeicion 

(maximum deviation 0.0004 inch in a length of eleven inches) the 

volume of the cell for any other counter reading could be readily 

computed. It was found that the position of the mercury surface 

could be determined within 0.0004 inch which corresponds to a volume 

of 0.0012 cubic inches (0.02 ml.). 

The pressure existing in the cell was measured by means of 

calibrated fluid pressure scales. One scale having a range from 
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atmospheric to 3000 pounds per square inch and the other A range 

from atmospheric to 300 pounds per square inch. The reproducible 

accuracy of each is 1.0 and 0.10 pound per square inch, respectively. 

They are connected to the bottom of the cell by means of a. mercury 

oil trap. 

The temperature of the cell is controlled by an electric 

heater wound directly on the outside of the cell. In order to main

tain constant temperature, a mercury regulator (G) was built directly 

into the wall of the cell. This regulator is connected through a re

l~ to the heater. An auxiliary heater is provided in the insulated 

top to prevent possible temperature variation. A cooling coil wound 

on the cell permits studies below room temperature. The cell is in

sulated from its surroundings by a one and one-half inch l~er of 

magnesia insulation. Great care was taken in the construction of the 

heater and in the application of the ineulntion to insure constant tem

perature at all points in the inside of the cell. The temperature of 

· the cell is determined by a calibrated thermometer placed in a deep 

well in the wall of the cell. The uniformity of the temperature through

out the cell was ascertained by the consistency of the dew point of a 

pure substance at various total volumes of the apparatus. It is be

lieved that the maximum temperature variation throughout the interior 

of the cell is about 0.2°F. However, as most of the work is done in a 

restricted region near the top of the cell this small variation is not 

often encountered. 

To secure equilibrium the contents of the cell are agitated 

by a CS€e of four vertical rods (H) (see Fig. 1), which is rotated at 
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about 120 revolutions per minute by the shaft (K). This shaft is con

nected to the cage by a pair of bevel gears not shown in Fig. 1. The 

addition of this agitAtor did not affect the uniformity of chRnge in 

volume of t~e cell with variation in the height of mercury, as the rods 

are of uniform diameter and the volume of the ring at the top of the 

rods is taken into account in the calibration. 

The top of the cell is removable to allow the addition of 

non-volatile liquids. Volatile pure liquids ~ be distilled into the 

cell from weighed pressure containers throu.gh valve (M). Measured 

volumes of gas may be admitted. through valve (N), which is connected 

to the rest of the apparatus {see part I of this thesis). 

The effect of pressure upon the calibration of the apparatus 

was determined by maintaining the mercury surface at a fixed position 

as indicated b~ a fixed electrical contact 1n the top of the cell 

(not shown in Fig. 1) and noting the change in counter reading as the 

gas pressure over the surface of the mercury was increased from atmos

pheric to 3000 pounds per aqua.re inch. It was foi:md that the m&ltim:um 

pressure correction was less than 0.05 percent at the minimum volume 

of the apparatus. The effect of temperature upon the calibration of 

the apparatus was eliminated by calibration at a meriee 0£ temperaturee. 

The magnitude of this variation of volume due to change in temperature 

is shown in Fig. 4, which shows the volume of the cell as a function of 

temperature at the maximum counter reading, which corresponds to the 

minimum volume of the apparatus. 

As an example of the type of data obtained with this appara

tus, there are shown in Fig. 5 four isotherms. One is for Kettleman 

Rills crude oil of the following characteristics. Specific gravity at 
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6o0l', 0.8383 (37 .'1° .A.PI). (Specific gravity as used in this pa.per 

refers to the ratio of the weight of a unit volume o:f the material at 

a given pressure and temperature to the weight or a unit vol'llIIle of 

water at its maximum aensity at atmospheric pressure.) Molecular 

weight 188 (freezing-point method). An.other of the isotherms is for 

a mixture of this oil and a blended natural gas of the same composi

tion as that obtained from the flowing well. The fractionation analy

sis of the gas was the following: Methane 77.0%, ethane 11.0,&, 

p'l"'opane 6. 7%. butane 2.4~. isobutene l. l~. heavier 1.g"· The ratio 

of the gas to the oil was ll0.3 cubic feet per barrel, both oil and 

gas being measured at 60°F and one atmosphere. The sharp break in 

each curve represents the point at which the system becomes entirely 

liquid. The greater compressibility of the gas-saturated oil is 

shown by the relative slopes of the two isotherms in the condensed 

region. The specific gravity in the two-phase region is that of the 

system as a whole, a quantity which is required for thermodynamic cal

culations on systems o! constant composition • 

.An isotherm for a mixture of methane (methane 99.29%, 

ethane 0.01~, nitrogen 0.7%) and impure pentane (97.5~ pentane) is also 

included in Fig. 5. The more nearly linear relation of pressure to 

volume in the case of the simple mixture in the two-phase region is 

quite apparent. An isotherm for propane has been included also. The 

constancy of the vapor pressure in the two-phA.se region verifies the 

constancy of the temperature in the cell and the purity of the propane. 
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Thermal Measurements 

Specific Heat at Constant Pressure. After the variable 

volume cell had been constructed and was found to yield such satis-

fac.Otl"Y P-V-T data in the condensed region, it also furnished an ad-
\ "" 

mirable apparatus to determine the specific heats of materials in the 

condensed region. This was done by measuring the challges in tempera-

tu.re due to adiabatic challges in pressure. 

In order to measure the change in temperature, a four junc-

tion copper constantan thermocouple was installed on the lower surface 

of the head of the cell (not shown in Fig. l). One set of junctions 

wns mounted upon two small bakelite posts (l/S inch aiameter) about 

3/4 inch below the head of the cell. while the other junctions were 

mounted in small glass bulbs {l/16 inch diameter), which were set about 

1/8 ineh in the wa.11 of the steel head. The adiabatic change in pres-

sure was accomplished by connecting the mercury in the cell to an air 

chamber of sufficient size that the pressure in the tube remained con-

stant in spite of the slight leakage past the plunger of the connected 

fluid-pressure scale. Another air chamber was provided which was main-

tained at a somewhat different pressure than the first. The pressure 

in the tube could then be changed easily and rapidly by closing the 

valve to the first air chamber 8lld opening that to the second. The 

change in pressure being directly measured on the fluid-pressure scale. 

A high sensitivity, low resistance galvanometer in connection with a 

calibrated potentiometer was used to measure the temperature change 

due to the adiabatic change in pressure. As the walls remained at sub-

stantially the same temperature the cooling curve method bad to be em-
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ployed in order to arrive at the true temperature change. After a. 

little experience it was found possible to commence recording tempera-

tures about ten seconds after the pressure changed. .A. chronograph was 

used to record the elapse of time. The record of the change in tem-

perature as a function of time wa.s continued for a.bout one hlIDdred a.nd 

twenty seconds. In the case of hydrocarbons more viscous than kerosene 

the effect of convection currents was so small that the cooling curve 

results cuu.ld be owit.tedt for the maximum temperat'Ul"e reached by the 

liquid could easily be measured before a fall in temperature due to 

diffusion took place. The value of the thermocouple volta&e at zero 

time yielded, from calibration of the thermocouple, the change in tem-

perature of the liquid for a known change in press-are. From this data. a 

mean value of the ~g~>s • could be obtained for the average pressure 

existing. This meas-arement was then repeated at a lower pressure and 

another value of the coefficient obtained. By combining this data with 

the thermal expansion. c~;>p. according to the general relation 

T(4l)p 
Cp = ~ the value of the specific heat at constant pressure was 

(dP)8 

obtainea. 

Specific Heat at Constant Volume. The method for determina-

tion of the specific heat at constant pressure is limited to material 

which may be obtained in the condensed state over the entire temperature 
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range investigated at pressures somewhat below 3000 pounds per square inch. 

Many natural hydrocarbon systems exist in the two-phase region only at 

* For list of symbols used see page 28 



pressures well above this value, so the method of adiabatic cooling 

cannot be applied to them. As measurement 0£ the specific heat must, 

in such cases, be done in the two-phase region, a constant volume 

calorimeter offers the simplest method of approach. 

The apparatus used for the measurement of the specific heat 
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at constant volume is shown in Fig. 6. It consists of a steel bomb (A) 

containing the sample, a heater and a thermocouple. The bomb (A) is 

mounted in a bak:eli te ring (B) which can be oscillated through about 

150 degrees on shaft (K). This motion provides t.he necessary agitation 

to insure both thermal and phase equilibrium. The motion is imparted 

to the shaft (K) by means of cords attached to the grooved pulley (C). 

In order to insure as little heat interchange between the bomb and its 

surroundings as possible, an adiabatic jacaet (E) made of 1/4 inch co-:p

per was provided. In order to maintain the inside of the adiabatic 

jacket at the same temperature as the exterior surface of the bomb, a 

thermocuuple was pro-vid.ed., one juuction bei.ug attacl1ed. to each surface. 

These were directly connected to a high sensitivity, low resistance gal

vanometer, which controlled an photoelectric relay. The rel~ in turn 

controlled the flow of current through the heater mounted on tho out

side of the copper jacket (E). Cooling coils were also provided on the 

outside of the jacket to permit studies below room temperature. A pic

ture of the jacket and accompanying parts of the calorimeter before as

sembly is shown in Fig. 7. To prevent excessive heat loss from the 

jacket, it was surrounded by a one-inch latYer of diatomaceous earth. 

The entire calorimeter was placed in the air thermostat which could be 

maintained at the average tempere.ture of the determination. This pre-



vented any change in the temperature distribution in the jacket when 

studies are made at different temperatures. In order to further re

duce the heat loss or gain by the bomb, a very thin radiation shield (D) 

was provided. Due to the bakelite ring (B) the metal shaft (K) did not 

come in contact with the bomb, thus reducing heat exchange from this 

source. !t'he entire inside of the calorimeter wno niokel-plnted, covered 

with a very thin layer of chromium and polished. A picture of the in

side of the assembled calorimeter is shown in Fig. 9. 

In Fig. S a.re ,~hown the details of the constant-volume bomb. 

which was built of alloy steel to withstand a. maximum working pressure 

of 3000 pounds per square inch. It consists of a cylindrical steel 

tube (A) to which the removable heads (B) and (C) are fastened by means 

of the large hexagonal union nuts (T). The energy is supplied to the 

interior of the bomb by a non-inductive heater (D) whose leads are 

brought out at the contacts (E) and (F) located in the head (B). The 

temperature of the bomb was measured by the thermocouple (G). The leads 

from this cuupltJ wt1rtJ b1·ougllt through thtJ hollow contacts in the, lower 

head.. This avoided any contact voltages at the surface of the bomb. 

A photograph of the parts of the bomb is shown in Fig. 10. Liquid 

material~ are added b~ removing one of the heads. Gaseous material. is 

added through the needle valve {H). (see Figure 8) The weight of 

material added is determined in each case by the difference in the 

initial and final weight of the bomb. When a. mixture is to be studied, 

each component is added successively, the bomb being weighed after each 

addition. The amount of energy added to the bomb and contents was de

termined by the current flow through, and the voltage drop across, the 
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heater (H). These were measured by means oi a standard resistance, a 

volt box, and a potentiometer. 

In order to determine the heat capacity of the bomb itself 

it was almost filled with a non-volatile liquid and placed in the 

calorimeter. .A.fter the jacket had come to temperature and the bomb 

no longer changed temperature with time, showiDg that the heat inter

change was exceedingly small, the internal heater was turned on for a 

short period, usually about ten minutes. The bomb was agitated for 

one minute and allowed to come to equilibrium. The rise in temperature 

was then measured by connecting the thermocouple junction inside the 

bomb to another mounted in a well heat-insulated copper block which 

was brought to the temperature of the air thermostat and did not change 

with time. :By this means the range o!" the potentiometer could be re

duced so as to just cover the rise in temperature of the bomb and per

mitted much more accurate measurement of the temperature rise. The 

meaisuremeut of the temperature rise Q.ue to the ad0.1t1on of a known 

amount of energy was repeated at a series of temperatures covering 

the entire range. Another set of similar measurements was then ma.de 

with the bomb only about one quarter full of liquid and from this data 

on the heat capacity of the bomb and two different quantities of oil 

the heat capacity of both the bomb alone and that of the oil could be 

calculated. The heat capacity of the bomb as a funet ion of temperattlre 

is shown in Fig. 11. 

It was found th~ the jacket followed the bomb so closely that 

the temperature of the bomb remained constant within O.Ol°F for several 

hours after the current in the interior heater had been turned off. 
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With this in view. no correction for heat loss was needed nor was there 

any need to use a cooling curve to determine the true temperature rise. 

The short period of Agitation did not add enough energy to warrant a 

correction, for the energy added in this way only changed the tempera-

ture of the bomb about o.09°F per hour of agitation. 

Due to the large heat capacity of the bomb. the specific 

heat at constant volume is only reproducible to about 1.5%. However, 

as this requires that the heat capacity of the bomb and contents be 

known to at least 0.3~ it is considered satisfactory. 

Thermal Calculations for Hydrocarbon Systems. From the 

pressure-volume-temperature data and a single measured thermal pro-

perty as a function of temperature, the calculation of the entire 

thermal behavior of a system of constant composition is possible. 

Of the various graphical methods of presentation available, the 

temperature-entropy plane furnishes the best pict"Ul"e when both the 

condensed and superheated regions are include&. The following dis-

cussion will apply to the construction of such a chart including the 

five variables. pressure. temperature, volume, heat content, and 

entropy. 

As convenient datum conditions, the entropy and the heat 

content of the saturated liquid are arbitrarily taken as zero at the 

lower temperature limit of the experimental data. At this lowest 

temperature lhe change .in entropy with pressure can be calculated by 

use of the general equilibrium. equation (~)T = ($)p• This re

lation cannot be used in the two-phase region in the case of a P'Ure 

substance, but can there be replaced by the Clapeyron equation, 
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· .6.h, = ~ T h.v. From the above-mentioned relation of entropy to pres

sure at constant temperature the position of a series of constant 

pressure and volume intercepts can be determined at the datum tempera-

ture, the pressure-volume-temperature data being directly employed to 

locate the constant volume lines a:fter the constant pressure lines had 

been determined. .Again this procedure is somewhat modified in the 

two-phase region of a pure substance. From direct thermal measurement 

the position of either a constant volume line or a constant pressure 

line can be determined as a function of temperature by use of the 

proper one of the two following relations: 

( ~s) Cv 
~v= r ,sl.! Cp <aT>P= T 

As the intersection of this line with the datum temperature is known 

and its slope determined by the above relations it can be readily 

drawn on the tem;per.e.ture-antropy plane. From the pressure-volume-

temperature data the pressure and the volume is known at each tempera-

ture along this line and by applying the same methods as were used 

at the·datum temperature the entire field of constant pressure and 

volume lines can be drawn in. 

The change in heat content with pressure at constant tem-

perature can be determined by graphical integration of the expression 

(~)~ = v - f(~)p 
By following the same method as outlined above a field of constant 

pressure lines may be drawn on the heat content-temperature plane. 

There is no need of including the constant volume lines on this 

auxiliary plane as they are already fixed on the temperature-entropy 

. cdh> cas> plane. The relation a T p = T ~T p = Cp is used to establish one 

constant pressure line as a function of temperature from the directly 
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measured thermal quantities. From the temperature-heat content plane 

the temperatures at which constant heat lines intersect constant pres

sure lines can be determined and the constant heat content lines 

transferred to the temperature-entropy plane • 

.A.11 of the above calculations can be done by mathematical 

analysis but the author feels that the graphical methods employed do 

much to correlate the data and to point out errors. Tabb.lated data 

are taken from the :final charts which were drawn to a scale to make 

the tabulation accurate to at least 0.5" throughout the entire range. 

Work of this nature on many hydrocarbon systems would require for 

practical application only a small part of the range usually covered 

in the thermal studies of pure substances. In general. data would 

only be needed for the condensed region and a part of the two-phase 

region for a normal crude oil-natural gas mixture. In production 

practice. one would never reach pressures low enough to encounter the 

saturated gas line nor would production operations go to temperatures 

high enough to reach the critical temperature of the mixture. Again. 

on the other side of the composition scale with a wet natural gas, 

one would need to cover most of the superheated region and the satu

rated gas relations but would only be required to go a little wa;r in

to the two-phase region as temperatures ordinarily met a.re above the 

critical temperature of the gas and below the cricondentherm, (i.e •• 

the maximum temperature at which two phases can exist). However, the 

pressure might be far below that necessary to reach a one-phase region. 

In the case of a very dry gas. tenperatures would probably be above 

the cricondentherm and one would ordinarily never encounter ~ two

phase region at all. 
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SYMBOLS USED 

Specific heat at constant pressure expressed as the ratio of 
the heat required to raise a mass of material 1°F ab a con
stant pressure to that required to raise an equal mass of 
water 1°F at its maximum density under a total constant pres
sure of l atmosphere. 

Absolute temperature in degrees Rankine. 

Volume occupied by a unit mass af material expressed as 
cubic feet per pound. 

Absolute total equilibrium pressure exerted on the system 
by its surro'1ndings, expressed,in pounds per sq'U8l"e inch. 

Specific entropy expressed in Btu per pound per degree Rankine. 

Specific heat content expressed in Btu per pound. 
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General Arrangement of Variable Volume Apparatus 
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Phase Equilibria • 
Ill Hydrocarbon Systems 

II. Methane-Propane System 

BRUCE H. SAGE, WILLIAM N. LACEY, AND JANG. SCHAAFSMA 

California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, Calif. 

I N STUDIES of the equilib
rium behavior of systems 
consisting of hydrocarbons, 

such as the mixtures of petro-
1.Emm and natural gas found in 
nature, the investigator is faced 
with a problem of great com
plexity. It would seem desir
able, therefore, to approach the 
prohlem hy eid:A.hlishing first 
the behavior of some simpler 
hydrocarbon systems under 

The methane-propane system is studied 
throughout the temperature and pressure ranges 
commonly found in underground petroleum 
formations. This sys/em may be considered as 
illustrating the behavior of a simpl(fied case of 
natural gas in contact with very high-gravity 
volatile oil. Complete equilibrium data are 
accompanied by illustrative diagrams prepared 
therefrom. 

were employed at each tempera
ture. Dew points were obtained 
for both normal and retrograde 
condensation. 

The total density and com
p o sit i oo were determined by 
measuring the increase in 
equilibrium pressure due to the 
addition of successive known 
Quantities of methane to an 
equilibrium cell containing 

similar conditions of temperature and pressure. By choosing 
a two-component system, a complete record of equilibrium 
data may be obtained for the desired range of conditions at the 
expense of a small fraction of the time required to reach even 
a partial solution of the very complex case. 

The results of such a study of the methane-propane system 
are here reported. The pressures and temperatures were 
restricted to those generally found in petroleum formations-
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FIGURE l. TYPICAL EXPERIMENTAL CURVES 
FROM EQUILIBRIUM CELL 

i.e., 1 to 200 atmospheres and 20° to 90° C. The composi
tions were varied continuously from pure propane to pure 
methane. Measurements of density and composition were 
made in both the one- and two-phase regions, including a 
large region above the critical pressures of the system. 

EXPERIMENT AL METHOD 

A detailed description of the apparatus used and methods 
employed for a two-component system is given in Part I 
of this series (6). In brief the method consisted of the fol
lowing steps: The pressure-composition relations of satu
rated gas1 were determined by dew point measurements at a 
series of temperatures. Eight or ten different compositions 

1 The term "saturated ga.e" is used here to deaignate the gaaeous phaee 
in equilibrium with a corresponding liquid pbaee. The latter phaee ie re
ferred to as the saturated liquid. 

a known amount of propane. 
By a series of seven or eight sets of measurements of this 
nature at systematically chosen concentrations of propane 
(expressed as grams per liter of total space), the entire field 
of compositions could be mapped for the chosen temperature. 
For illustration, two such sets of measurements made at 21.1 
C. (70° F.) are shown in Figure 1. In the case of the curve 
with the lower concentration of propane there was very little 
liquid phase in the equilibrium cell and this rapidly dis
appeared. In the other case the cell was over half full of 
liquid at the beginning of the addition of methane, and the 
volume of the liquid phase increased until the cell was com
pletely full at the break in the curve. This point represents 
the pressure of saturated liquid of the composition corre
sponding to the total composition of the mixture at this point. 
The locus of these break points for different sets of measure
ments gave the relations of pressure, density, and composition 
for saturated liquid. The volume of the liquid phase was 
also measured after each addition of methane to furnish a 
check on the boundary measurements. These measure
ments were carried on at five temperatures evenly distributed 
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TABLE I. DENSITIES OF MIXTURES OF METHANE AND PROPANE 

(Compositions expressed in mole per cent methane, densities in grams per liter) 
20.0 MOLE% 30.0 MOLE% 40.0 MOLE 3 50.0 MOLE'% 60.0 MOLE 3 70.0 MOLE 3 80.0 MOLE 3 90.0 MOLE 3 

Den- Den- Den- Den- Den- Den- Den- Den-
PRESSURE eity State eity State sity State sity State eity State eity State eity State sity State 

Atm. 
TEMPERATURE, 20° C. 

10.0 18.0 G 16.3 G 14.8 G 13.3 G 11.8 G 10.4 G 9.2 0 8.0 0 
20.0 107.8 L+G 61.4 L + <l 41.1 L+G 29.4 L+G 24.2 G 21. l G 19.0 G 16.3 G 
30.0 245.5 L+G 126.9 L+O 84.9 L+G 59. 7 L+G 44.0 L+G 35.0 G 29.5 G 24.6 G 
40.0 381.4 L+G 213.7 L+G 135.4 L+G 92. 7 L+G 67.3 L+G 50.9 G 41.4 G 33.8 G 
50.0 308.5 T, +fl till!. 1 T. + G 130.8 r.+g 93. 7 ~ta 70.l R 54.8 G 43.9 G 
60.0 421.8 L+G 260.l L+G 174.3 L+ 123.3 91.5 R 69.7 u 51!.0 u 
70.0 339.3 L+O 221.8 L+O 156.1 L+G 113.8 R 85.6 G 66.2 G 
80.0 385.0 L 279.5 L+G 195.0 L+G 138.2 R 102 .. 3 0 78.2 G 
90.0 393.5 L 333.6 L 239.2 L+G 167.2 R 119.6 G 90.3 G 

100.0 400.1 L 345.5 L 276.2 L 196.1 G 138.0 G 102.1 G 
120.0 410.5 L 366.0 L 306.0 L 235. 7 G 172.8 G 127.5 G 
140.0 418.8 L 380.0 L 327.8 L 265.6 G 203.0 0 147.4 G 
160.0 425. 7 L 391.l L 344.0 L 286.9 G 227.1 G 172.9 G 
180.0 432.8 L 401.3 L 357.1 L 304.0 G 247.9 G 193.0 G 
200.0 438.8 L 410.0 L 367.7 L 317.4 G 265.5 G 210.9 0 

TEMPERATURE, 40° C. 

10.0 16.8 G 15.2 G 13.9 G 12.6 G 11.3 G 10.0 0 8.6 0 7.6 G 
20.0 47.1 L+G 34.2 G 31. 7 G 26.0 G 23.2 0 20.0 G 17.7 G 11!.1 G 
30.0 152.1 L+G 83.9 L+G 58.6 L+G 44.0 G 37.6 G 31.2 G 26,3 G 22.8 G 
40.0 270.8 L+G 146.9 L+G 97. 7 L+G 70.1 L+G 51!.0 G 44.8 G 37.1 0 31.1 0 
50.0 417.8 L 224.6 L+G 141.5 L+O 99.3 L+G 75.4 G 58.7 G 48.4 G 40.0 G 
60.0 422.1 L 316.6 L+G 193.0 L+G 133.1 Lj:O 96.7 R 74.8 G 60.6 0 49.6 G 
70.0 4.27.2 L 384.2 L ?.55.1 T. + G 170.1 I. G 123.l R 93.3 G 73.6 0 59.4 G 
80.0 393.l L 326.6 L+G 211.0 L+O 150.0 R 112.7 G 87.0 G 69.0 G 
90.0 400.2 L 347.2 L 264.2 L+O 180.1 G 132.3 G 101.9 G 78.8 0 

100.0 406.1 L 358.8 L 289.5 L 209.7 G 151.6 G 115.9 G 89.l 0 
120.0 416.7 L 376.1 L 317 .8 I, 249.6 G 188.5 G 144.5 G 110.2 0 
140.0 425.2 L 388.6 L 337.1 L 278.2 0 220.1 G 169.8 G 129.5 G 
1110.0 . 433.3 L 399.4 L 352.5 L 299.2 G 245.0 G 192.8 0 149.8 G-
180.0 440.0 L 407.3 L 365.1 L alll.4 G :e63.8 G 213. l G 107. T G 
200.0 415.1 L 375.4 L 331.0 0 279.8 G 229.2 0 183.7 G 

TEMPERATUlUD, 66° O. 

10.0 16.3 G 14.8 0 13.2 G 12.1 0 10.9 0 9.6 G 8.3 0 7.1 G 
20.0 35.2 G 30.3 G 27.5 0 24.5 0 22.0 G 19.4 G 16.7 0 14.3 G 
30.0 88.4 L+O !12.0 a H.9 a 38.8 a 33.8 0 20.6 Q 211.11 0 22.0 0 
40.0 188.0 L+G 105.2 L+G 67.0 G 56.3 G 47.8 G 40.0 G 35.0 G 29.4 G 
50.0 295.11 L+G 166.4 L+G 107.9 L+O 77.9 0 64.0 G 52.7 G 44.4 G 37.2 G 
60.0 379.1 L 236.7 L+G 150.6 L+G 105.9 R 82.2 0 66.5 G 54.9 0 41!.6 G 
70.0 389.9 L 320.3 L+G 198.1 L+O 136.2 R 102.1 G 81.1 G 65.8 G 54.2 G 
80.0 397.3 L 345.2 L 2152.5 L+G 119.4 G 123.6 G 96.4 0 77.2 G 63.2 G 
90.0 403.4 L 359.8 L 284.2 L 202.6 G 145. 7 G 111.9 G 89.1 G 71.9 0 

100.0 408.4 L 369.7 L 306.3 L 231.7 G 168.3 G 127.15 G 101.4 G 80.8 0 
120.0 384.2 L 336. 7 L 274. l G 211.3 0 159.9 G 125.15 0 98.8 0 
140.0 395.3 L 356.3 L 302.8 G 243.3 G 190.0 G 149.4 G 117.1 0 
160.0 405.3 L 371.8 L 324.l G 268.4 G 216.9 0 171.2 G 135.2 G 
180.0 414.4 L 383.2 L 338.6 G 288.6 G 237.9 G 191.5 0 1152.l G 
200.0 392.2 L 351.7 G 304.9 G 256.1 0 208.8 G 166.9 G 

TEMPEBAT11Rlll, 70o C, 

10.0 15.5 G 14.1 G 12.8 G 11.5 G 10.3 0 9.1 G 7.9 G 6.8 G 
20.0 33.5 G 29.1 G 26.5 G 23.8 G 21.1 G 18.8 0 16.4 0 13. 7 0 
30.0 57 .9 G 46.8 G 42.0 G 36.5 G 32.3 0 27. 7 0 24,9 G 20.4 G 
40.0 113. l L+G 71.5 G 59.2 0 51.0 0 44.8 0 38.0 G 33.4 0 28.0 G oo.o 201.0 L+G 113.0 L+O 82.0 a 07.8 0 67 .5 a 18.0 a 1:2.0 Q as.2 0 
60.0 308.5 L+G 173.7 L G 113.2 G 87.3 G 71.2 G 60.3 0 50.9 G 42. 7 0 
70.0 339.8 L 239.5 L 153.9 G 109.9 G 87 .5 G 72.2 0 60.8 G 150.8 G 
80.0 353.9 L 283.8 L 196.4 G 136.7 0 104.4 G 85.1 G 70.9 0 58.8 G 
90.0 362.4 L 310.3 L 232.1 0 165.9 G 122.9 G 98.2 G 81.0 0 67.1 G 

100.0 368.8 L 327.0 L 260.6 0 193.8 G 143.2 G 112.9 G 92.2 0 75.0 0 
120.0 318.3 L 207.0 Q 2!16.0 0 180.0 n 1407 CT 113.5 G 91.3 8 140.0 364.3 L 324. l G 269.4 0 215.3 G 168.9 G 135.4 G 107.9 
160.0 342.9 G 294.8 0 240.9 G 195.6 0 156.4 0 125.1 G 
180.0 357.6 G 310.9 G 262.5 G 216.4 G 1715.9 G 140.9 G 
200.0 368.6 G 326.8 0 279.6 0 234.9 0 191.!' 0 155.1 G 

TE:U::PlDBA..TlJBJI, 00° c: 
10.0 14.6 G 13.2 G 12.0 u IU.8 G 9.'( G 8.11 G 7 .4 G 0.4 a 
20.0 32.9 G 27.8 G 25.1 0 23.0 G 20.2 G 17.1 G 15.7 G 13.1 G 
30.0 54.4 G 41>.9 G 41.6 G 36.1 0 31.2 G 26.8 G 24.8 G 20.1 G 
40.0 81.7 G 66.0 0 57.0 G 49.0 0 42.3 G 37.0 0 31.8 G 26.8 G 
50.0 117.1 G 90.3 G 73.5 G 62.9 G 54.3 G 47.0 G 39.9 0 33.5 G 
60.0 169.7 G 118.9 0 93.4 G 78.4 G 66.2 G 56.5 0 47 .9 0 40.5 G 
70.0 242.2 G 157.8 G 117 .4 G 96.3 G 81.0 G 67.8 G 56.9 0 47.3 G 
80.0 288.3 G 203.2 G 144.5 G 114.4 G 95.4 G 79.1 G 66.0 G 55.0 G 
90.0 313.2 G 238.7 0 175.0 G 134.9 G 111.0 G 91.5 G 74.4 G 62.8 0 

100.0 327.7 G 264.8 G 202.9 G 155.8 G 125.3 0 102.9 G 85.0 G 70.1 G 
120.0 304.6 G 245.9 G 195.3 G 155.4 G 127.9 G 105.1 0 85.9 G 
140.0 330.2 0 278.3 G 226. 7 G 183.2 G 150.0 G 124.1 G 100.9 0 
160.0 302.2 G 253.2 G 207.8 0 172.0 G 141.1 G 115.9 G 
180.0 320.4 G 273.9 G 228.9 G 190.8 G 158.3 0 130.0 G 
200.0 335.5 G 291.8 G 244.9 G 209.1 G 174.2 G 142.4 0 

overt.he rRngP. from 20° to 90° C. As illustrated in the curves time to ·remove nitrogen and other noncondensable gases. 
of Figure 1, the measurements were carried in each case far The methane was then partially separated from the other 
beyond the disappearance of the two-phase region. hydrocarbons by a simple distillation into a cooled (10° C.) 

PREPARATION OF MATERIALS 
steel cell containing activated charcoal. This cell was oper-
ated at a pressure of about 34 atmo;iphP.rA>i. ThA mP.thane 

The methane used for this work was prepared from natural from the cell was stored in steel cylinders. A·· combustion 
gas. The gas under 20 atmospheres pressure was passed and modified condensation analysis gave the following compo-
through a trap, immersed in a mixture of solid carbon dioxide sition for the methane: 
and methanol, to remove water aml heavy hyurucarLorns. 
The gas was then completely liquefied in a steel bomb im- Mole% 
mersed in liquid air. The partially filled bomb was pumped Ethane (and heavier) 0.03 

down to a pressure of 4 to 6 cm. of mercury for an extended Nitrogen 0.5 
Methane 99 .. 47 
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TABLm II. CoM~Oi>ITIONl':! AND Dmm;;ITrml':! 011· SA'I'U.H.A'I'mJJ Lr<.1UIJJ ANJJ SA'I'U.H.AT.mu GAi:! PHAi:!l!li:l EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Since the direct experi
mental data, as typified by 
the points. shown in Figure 
1, present the results in a 
form difficult to tabulate or 
to use, they have been plotted 
on as large a scale as is con
sistent with their accuracy, 
and the corresponding curves 
drawn. From these curves 
puinLis have been read at 
suit ab 1 e regular intervals. 
The data so obtained are re
ported in the tables. The 
maximum temperature inter
polation was 2.20° C. The 
absolute accuracy of the 
tabulated data is: tempera-

(Compositions in mole per cent methane, densities in grams per liter) 

PRES_' 
BURE 

Atm. 
10.0 
15.0 
20.0 
25.0 
30.0. 
35.0 
40.0 
45.0 
50.0 
56.0 
60.0 
t\5.0 
70.0 
75.0 
80.0 
85.0 
90.0 
95.0 

PRES
SURE 

Atm. 
10.0 
15.0 
20.0 
25.0 
30.0 
35.0 
iO.O 
45.0 
50.0 
55.0 
60.0 
65.0 
70.0 
75.0 
80.0 
85.0 
90.0 
95.0 

,--·-~kr' 20° C:~ 
- COMPOSITION DENSITY 
Gas Liquid Gas Liquid 

13.2 0.8 
38.6 

28:8 49i:a 50.5 6.2 
57 .5 

1i:6 4o'.8 61.9 479.1 
.65.4 

1'i<t1 54:a 464:9 68.1 
70.1 

23:6 68:5 447: 1 71.4 

72:8 29.8 84:3 424:3 

73:6 a6:a 102:2 a96'.1 

73.4 43:6 i:i:i:8 a6i:6 

1i:4 s2:4 155:2 ai:i:s 
69.0 58.3 

70° c. 
COMPOBlTION DENSITY 
Gas Liquid Gas Liquid 

10:3 2.1 64'.7 40i'.4 
18.9 

1:1 7o:o asi:s 25.2 
29.9 

13:0 97:1 354:9 33.6 

mi:8 19:9 122.2 3is:2 
39.2 24. l 

4o•c.~ 
COMPOSI'rION DENSITY 

Gas Liquid Gae Liquid 

o: 7 7 .9 
36'.o 46i:9 27.3 3,5 

37 .9 
49: 1 448'.6 45.1 9.2 

50.3 
14:9 6i'.5 432'.3 54.2 

57 .1 
20:8 75'.8 4i3:9 59.2 

60.6 
93'.o a92:o 61.5 26.6 

62:2 a2'.o 1i3'.9 366: 1 

62: 1 39.5 140:4 aa:i:o 
61.4 43.9 Hio:2 268:2 59.3 50.6 

~AT so• c.--~ 
COMPOSITION DENSITY 
Gas Liquid Gas Liquid 

8'.5 :i:o o7:4 3ai:2 11.0 1.6 
20.2 

10:6 1is:4 328:1 24.3 
27.4 2.8 

17i:5 265:2 27.3 18.3 

Owing to the method of analysis employed, the quantity of 
nitrogen reported is possibly somewhat larger than that actu
ally present. 

The propane used for this work was obtained from the Phil
lips Petroleum Corporation and was not further purified. 
The Phillips Petroleum Corporation upon careful analysis, 
found the sample to be pure propane, containing neither 
ethane nor isobutane in appreciable amounts. 

The purity of the methane was further tested by comparison 
of its measured densities under various pressures with those 
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calculated from pub
lished compressibility 
factors (5). The 
deviation of the two 
values was in all\i11eoe 
less than one gram per 
liter over the entire 
pressure range (1 to 
200 atmo1>JJherni:s). 
The vapor pressure, 
as well as the satu
rated vapor and satu· 
rated liquid densities 
of the propane, agreed 
within experimental 
accuracy with pub-

1 o 20 30 40 so so 10 ao lished values (8). 
MOL PERCENT METHANE 

FIGURE 3. CONSTANT TEMPERATURE 
Cu1wl!:is UN PREisisURI!: vs. CoMPOlSITION 

DIAGRAM 

ACCURACY OF MEAS

UREMENTS 

The absolute ac
curacy of the pres

sure measurements was 0.10 atmosphere. The temperatures 
were measured to 0.01°C. and are accurate to at least 0.10° C. 
The methane and propane were measured to 1.0 ml. (standard 
conditions) with an estimated absolute accuracy of 0.1 per 
cent. 

~---AT 55° C.~ 
COMPOSITION DENSI'l'Y 
Gae Liquid Gas Liquid 

3:1 o:s 4i:8 439:2 
19.6 .s:s 55:o 425:8 29.2 
35.5 

10'.8 67:1 407:8 40.1 
43.9 

16:1 8:i:o 47 .0 387 .6 

si: 1 22:8 102: 1 36i:4 

52'.4 29:2 127:2 a27:s 
52.1 32.6 

172:4 27i :4 50.1 37 .5 

---AT 90° C.---~ 
COMJ!OSITION DENSITY' 

Gas Liquid 

4'.4 i'.o 
12.1 3.8 
15.2 6.9 

Gae Liquid 

127:s 332.2 

163:6 282:1 

ture to 0.10° C., pressures to 
0.10 atmosphere, composi
tions to 0.10 mole per cent, 
11.ncl clen~ities to 0.50 gram per 
liter. 

Table I shows the total 
densities for a series of tem
pcr11 turce, pressures, and 
total compositions. The 
state of the system under 
these specified conditions is 
also given. L represents 

liquid only; G, gas phase only; and L + G, coexistence of 
liquid and gas phases. R denotes the occurrence of retro
grade condensation. In Table II are given the densities and 
compositions of saturated liquid and of gas for a series 
of pressures and temperatures. More data are given for 
the saturated gas because a correspondingly greater num
ber of measurements was made on the dew point than on 
the saturated liquid boundary. Table III gives critical and 
cricondentherm (2) pressures, temperatures, and densities 
for a series of compositions. 

TABLE III. CRITICAL AND CRICONDENTHERM DATA 

CRITICAL----. .--CRICONDENTBERM -~ 
COMPOSITION Pressure Density Temp. Pressure Density 

Mulo % Grams Grams 
CH, • c. Atm. /liter 0 c. Atm. /liter 
10.0 91.0 52.1 232 93.7 48.6 199" 
20.0 81.2 60.6 232 86.5 53.8 171 
30.0 70.9 69.3 232 78.5 58.8 149 
40.0 59.3 78.8 231 69.2 63.4 133 
00.0 46.3 8"(.9 231 f:,.(. \I l:rt .::: ll::l 
60.0 31.1 95. 7 229 43.5 70.8 115 
70.0 10.4• 99.9 225• 26.8 73.8 113 

a Extrapolated. 

DISCUSSION OF SYSTEM 

In order to aid in visualizing the behavior of the system, a 
number of typical plots have been drawn from tho tabulated 
data. Figure 2 shows the pressure-temperature relations for 
three mixtures. The upper part of each curve represents the 
vapor pressure of a liquid of that composition; the lower part 
revn:Ji:s1:mL:; Lhe vre:;:;ure fur iuiLial cu11uem;aLiu11 uf a ga:; uf LhaL 
composition. The higher dotted curve is the locus of the 
critical points, and the lower dotted curve is the locus of the 
cricondentherms for various compositions. These two 
curves come together at the critical point of propane, reach 
a maximum at somewhat lower temperatures than those 
shown on the plot, and again come together at the critical 
point of methane. For each composition the point of maxi-
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mum pressure for 
the existence of two 
phases occurs at a 
lower temperature 
t.hA.n t.hP. erit.foaL 
This difference in 
pressure can be seen 
to increase from zero 
at the critical point 
of pure propane to a 
maximum in the 
neighborhood of 
40 mule .JJ!:ll" ct:rnL 
methane and again 
to decrease at higher 
compositions. From 
thermodynamic 
considerations ( 4) 
this difference would 
be expected to in
crease from zero at 
the critical point of 
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~ 201~+-1-J'---?i'-'-f~-+-~t--+~+--+-
.J 

~ 101-+--,f"'~+---t~-i--~i---r~r---t~--t------i 

FIGURE 4. CONSTANT COMPOSITION CURVES AT 
20° C. ON DENSITY vs. PRESSURE DIAGRAM, 

GIVING BouNDARY OF Two-PHASE REGION 

10 zo 3.o 40 :;o oo 70 oo 90 

MOL PERCENT METHANE IN LIQUID 

FIGURE 5. CONSTANT PRESSURE CURVES ON 
GAS COMPOSITION vs. LIQUID COMPOSITION 

DIAGRAM 

pure propane, pass through a maximum, and again reach zero 
A.t. t.hA m11.1dmnm critical pressure of the system. The large 
region of retrograde condensation of the first kind (normal) 
between C and C' is to be expected, owing to the large dif
erence in critical temperatures of the components. The large 
increi:wc in critical proesuro with composition oan be attributed 
to the same reason. Similar phenomena were observed in 
the case of mixtures of carbon dioxide and hydrogen by 
Verschaffelt (7). 

In Figure 3 are shown isothermal plots of the relation of 
the composition of the saturated gas and liquid to pressure. 
Again the large region of retrograde condensation is shown, 
as well as the rapid increase in critical pressure with decreas
ing temperature. The relative quantity of each phase 
present for any condition of pressure and total composition 
can be obtained directly from such plots by consideration of 
the composition of each phase in relation to the total com
position of the system. 

~ AOr----+-~-k-·-+--r----r----7"'f--~T---c---t---1 
:::> 
~.3Q1~-r-·r--+~7'"·~r-----T-~c----r·~-,--~1 
l.!J 
0:: 
~ .20 __ ,_,_~~+---r--t--~"--+-~-t--·---

. I 0 <---+--+--r--r---c-----t-~+----+--t---1 

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 
PRESSURE ATMOSPHERES 

FIGURE 6. CONSTANT COMPOSITION CURVES AT 
20° c. ON PERFECT GAS DEVIATION vs. PRESSURE 

DIAGRAM 

Figure 4 is a plot at 20° C. of the relations of pressure and 
density for the entire pressure range studied. The upper 
part of the boundary curve shows the density-pressure rela
tion for saturated liquid, while the part below C shows the 
same relation for the saturated gas. The total composition 
lines represent the change in density during the course of an 

isoth~rmal compression. The curved line connecting the 
origin with t.hP. lowP.r P.nrl of .t.hP. sat1irated vapor curve repre
sents the density of pure propane in the superheated region. 
As there were no satisfactory density data for pure propane 
above 30 atmospheres known to the authors, the lines in the 
upper part of the liquid region were omitted. The curve for 
methane was calculated from published compressibility fac
tors (3) and agreed closely with that directly determined ex
perimentally. The intersections of the constant-composition 
lines with the boundary curve give the density and pressure 
of the saturated liquid and gas of that composition. 

In Figure 5 is presented the relation of the composition of 
liquid and vapor in equilibrium for a series of pressures. The 
inversion of slope at pressures exceeding 5U atmospheres is 
due to retrograde condensation. This inversion again dis
appears as the maximum pressure for the two-phase region 
is approached. The curves were not continued to higher con
centrations of methane since this would necessitate data at 
temperatures lower than those studied. 

From the data in Tables I to III and calculations of the 
perfect gas densities the compressibilities of given mixtures 
at various temperatures and pressures can be calculated. 
The results of such calculations for 20° C. are shown in Fig
ure 6. Again the values for methane were interpolated from 
published data (5) and were plotted for the sake of compari
son. The pressure-volume products for each mixture are 
compared to that of the same mixture at one atmosphere and 
20° C. as unity. The breaks in some of the curves are due to 
Lhe LramiiLiuu frum Ll1e Lwu-plm:,,e liquid-gas region to the 
one-phase liquid region. 
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~HE P.RESSURE-VOLUME-TEMPER.A.TURE B.EL.A.TIONS 

AND THE 
TEERM..A.L PROPERTIES OF PROP.AN:m 
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THE PRESSUBE-VOLUMBl-TEMPERA.TURE RELATIONS 

AND THE 

THERMAL PRaflCRTIES OF PROPANE 

-
In the stu~ of simple llill.lticomponent systems it is desirable 

to have the pressure-volume-temperature relations and the thermal pro-

parties of each of the components over the pressure and temperature range 

through which the complex system is studied. Published data on propane 

one of the important components of industrial hydrocarbon systems is 

meager, being limited to the properties of the saturated liquid and gas 

a.t temperatures below 125•F~l) and to the measurement of the specificc 

heat at a constant pressure of one atmosphere and temperatures up to the 

boiling point of water~4 ) 

Method 

In this investigation the specific volume of propane as a func-

tion of pressure was measured for a series of systematically varied tem-

pera.tures. The o.ppeara.nce or the d.isn.ppeare.nce of a. pho.oe we.a determined. 

by the sharp break in the specific volume-pressure relation at this point. 

The specific heat at constant pressure as a function of pressure and tem-

perature in the condensed region was measured indirectly by the adiabatic 

cooling method. A detailed description of the methods and apparatus used 

in this investigation has been presented by the author in part four of 

this thesis and will be omitted here. 
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Material Used 

~e propane used in t.his work was obtained i·rom the 

Philgas Company, :Bartlesville, Oklahoma., who submitted a special 

analysis showing the propane contained no impurities which could be 

detected by their methods of analysis. The purity of the propane was 

further tested by isothermal compression and it was found that the dew 

point and the bubble point were at pressures which differed by less 

than O. 5 po\U'l.d per square inch at 1000]'. It was also found that the 

pressure-volume relation at constant temperature yielded very sharp 

breaks at both the dew and bubble points. From other studies it has 

been found that small quantities of noncondensible gas markedly obscures 

the bubble point. 

Some of the data obtained is shown in Figure l.,• Most of the 

points in the superheated region have been omitted due to lack of space 

on this plot. The points on the isotherms shown were obtained both as-

cending and descending the pressure scale. On several of these isotherms 

the points shown were obtained from at least two different samples of 

propane from the supply mentioned above. In the low temperature region 

(l00°F to 170°F) one sample was used in the superheated region and another 

in the condensed portion of the isotherm. At higher temperatures a small 

sample was used up to a pressure of about 250 pounds per square inch, 

while a larger one was used at higher pressures. Complete isotherms were 

made at 70°, 100°, 140°, 170°, 200°, 220°F. The higher pressures have 

been omitted from Figure 1 in order to enlarge the two-phase region on 

• Specific gravity as used in this thesis is defined ~~e 
ratio of the weight of a given volume of material to the 
weight of the same volume of water at its maximum density. 
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the plot by increasiDg the scale used. For the determination of the 

critical constants several short isotherms were ma.de at temperatures 

above and below the critical temperature covering only the pressure 

range in the neighborhood of the critical point. The odd temperatures 

were used here to expedite the attainment of thermal equilibrium. Some 

of these isotherms are shown on an enlarged scale in Figure 2. The 

critical constants, which are tabulated in Table 3, were determined 

from this data. The critical specific gravity* was deternlined by plot-

ting the average density of the two phases present as a function of 

temperature, this mean value becomes almost independent of temperature 

as the critical temperature is approached. A short extrapolation (2°F) 

to the critical temperature allows accurate determination of the criti

cal density. The slopes of the isotherms above the critical temperat'\ll"e 

at the critical density were plotted as a function of temperature and 

the temperature corresponding to zero slope determined. The value thus 

obtained agreed very well with that obtained by roundiDg the saturation 

curves to meet at the critical density. The critical pressure wae de-

termined by extrapolating the vapor pressure curve to the critical tem-

perature. The extrapolation was only 0.2°F and as the vapor pressure 

curve is quite straight in this region the value is believed to be known 

to at least 1.0 po'Uild per square inch. The vapor pressure of propane as 
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a function of temperature is shown in Figure 3. The data of other 

observers(1•2•6) has been found to agree f~irly well with the reported values. 

The laws of ideal solutions appear to apply with reasonable 

accuracy to equilibrium relations in petroleum mixt,~;r:-es (G, 1' S) except 

for the more volatile component near the critical point :!:'or the mixture 



in question. Other investigators (G, 9) have compiled fugacity charts 

which have been based upon the law of corresponding states for their 

general application. The fugacity of propane as a function of pressure 

for a series of temperatures is shown in Figure 4. The fugacity was 

calculated from the relation (lO) 1~ = 1:(d ln p). 
1 0 

The deviation from a perfect gas (z) was plotted against ln p, 'expressed 

as PV/RT. Progressive graphical integration of this curve for each 

temperature yielded the change in fugacity (f 1) as a function of pres

sure. The fugacity (f 0) was assumed equal to the pressure (p0) at 

1.47 pounds per square inch (0.1 atm). The fugacity of propane thus 

calculated agrees very well with tha.t computed by other investigators 

from the law of corresponding states. (7) The fugacity was considered 

as being of enough importance in equilibrium calculations to warrant 

tabulation. which has been done for the saturated liquid and gas as 

well as for the condensed and superheated region, in Tables I and II. 

For the calculation of the therm.al properties the first 

derivative of the relation of specific volume to temperature at con

stant pressure, ~;)p is important. This relation also affords an 

excellent check upon the consistency of the data. In Figure 5 is shown 

the specific volume of superheated propane as a function of temperature 

at constant pressure. In Figure 6 are shown similar curves on a much 

enlarged volume scale for the condensed region. The polnt C on the 

saturated liquid line being the critical point. In order to obtain the 

first derivative of these curves they were plotted on as large a scale as 

consistent with the accuracy of the data and the slopes of the curve 

measured. 



!L'he specific heat of propane was measured indirectly in the 

cond&nsed region by allowing the liquid to expand adiabatically through 

a small pressure range and determining the fall in temperature. (see 

part four of this thesis.) From such measurements and the pressure-

volume-temperature data in the condensed region, the specific 

calculated, using the following relation (~~)s = ~ (~~)p· 
heat was 
(16) 

In Figure 7 is shown the specific heat of liquid propane at constant 

pressure as a function of temperature at a series of pressures. The 

dotted portions of the curves at the higher temperatures is based upon 

extrapolated values of ~;>p· ~his extrapolation was necessary be

cause the pressure-volume-temperature data were only determined to 220°F 

and measurement of slopes at the end of the experimental curves in the 

critical region is unsatisfactory. The specific heat at the lower tem

peratures (below 190°F) is believed to be accurate to about 1.5 percent. 

Each of the points shown is the average of at least six and for the most 

pa.rt ten measurements. The average deviation of the points from the 

mean value was about 2 percent. The value of the specific heat at the 

lower temperatures (70°F) is somewhat higher than would have been ex

pected from the extrapolation of theliata of other investigators. (l) 
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However, since extrapolation of specific heat under saturation conditions 

near the critical point of a liquid is somewhat uncertain, the deviation 

could easily be explained on this basis. 

From the data presented, the heat content and the entropy of 

the saturated liquid and saturated gas, as well as those of the super-

heated gas and condensed region, can be computed by the method previously 

described by the author in pATt 4 of this thesis. These operations have 



been carefully carried out for propane. The changes in entropy and heat 

content with temperature were based upon the specific heats at constant 

pressure reported in this thesis. T'.ae results of these calculations 

for the saturated liquid and gas a;1.·e presented in Table Il,along with 

the specific volume and the ratio of the fugacity to pressure which is 

the same for both the saturated liquid and gas. Similar d.e,ta for the 

condensed and the superheated regions are reported in Table I.,. In the 

condensed region both the entropy and the heat content were carried at 

least one place farther than warranted by the specific heat measurements. 

This was done to allow the more accurate evaluation of the isothermal 

ch.<:wges i;.1 t.hei:;e yJ:uJ:.le.L· t. lt::l~ whlch Cl..l"t::l k..r:luWll illud1 more precisely than the 

change with temperatUJ.~e~ The changes in heat content and entropy at low 

pressure (25 pounds per square inch) agrees well with those calculated 

frnm l'IIH'lr:ifi~ hP.at measurements made "b~r other investigators(4 ) at a.tmos-

pher.ic pressure. Both the entropy and heat content of the sat·urated 

liquid were set equal to zero at 60°F. In Figure 8 is shown the deviation 

of the tabulated heat content of the satUJ.•ated liq_uid and gas from that 

o!' other investigators. (l) The deviation was based upon placing the heat 

content of the saturated liquid at 60°F of both sets of data equal. The 

loTier values reported by the Linde Laboratory are due to their lower 

values of extrapolated specific heat. The much larger deviation of the 

heat content of the satu.ra.ted gas is due to the divergence of the la.tent 

heats of vaporization which are shown in Figure 9. Tl1e values of the 

Linde Laboratory were directly measured and indicate a somewhat higher 

value for the la.tent heat than w;::i.s obti:i.in<?-d by .1-1ppl ication of the 

Clapeyron e~u.ation to the reported data. Since the data of the Linde 



Laboratory was extrapolated some distance in order to obtain their 

reported values at the upper end of their temperature range (125°F) 

the agreement is considered sat1sfacto~~· 

.Many w~s of presenting graphically the thermal properties 

and the pressure-volume-temperature relations ar.e available. When 

both the condensed a.nd ouperhe~ted regions a.re included, however, the 

temperature-entropy plane affords several advantages. This plane was 

chosen for this presentation and the other three iinportant variables, 

pressure. volume and heat content. were included as lines on this plane. 

A small reproduction of this chart is shown in Figure 10, having been 

drawn to such a. scale that the accuracy of plotting was equal to that 

of the tabulated data. in all but the condensed region; a full-size 

contact print of this chart has been included in an envelope at the 

end o! this thesis. 
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Conclusions 

The work reported in this thesis has indicated that: 

(1) The apparatus used in this work, described elsewhere by tbe author, 

is well suited to the measurement of the pressure-volume-temperature 

and therl?lal properties of a pure hydrocarbon in the critical region. 

(2) The deterQination of the critico.l pressure o.nd temperature without 

a knowledge of the critical density is open to qu.estion. 

(3) The law of corresponding states appears to apply to the thermal 

properties of propAne almost as well as to the measured physical 

properties. 

(4) The indirect measurement of the specific heat at constant pressure, 

by adiabatic expansion in the condensed region, yields satisfactory 

results at temperatures close to the critical and at pressures as 

low as twice the critical value. 
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150 82,; 4 6~))0 l'.;>1.2 f""\."'1.-,.... 

.. c.o•..;u .0)2t0 i4.c .u2s7 .0357 
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\ 

93.s ·5'..122 154.2 .2301 .0333-;; ::2.7 .04:::3 .3ld2 
200 10:+.3 .:;152 156.2 .2802 .03403 30.2 .0~56 · c.~33 
225 n3.o .4535 150.9 .2303 .03471 36.9 .0671 . 7913 
250 122.4 .4050 lbO.S .2801 .0)'.:135 42.9 .0776 .7;c:: 
275 130.6 .3048 162.3 • 2796 .03601 4~~ Q 
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4co i64.8 . ~:'42 lt.5.5 .2739 .03997 i5·5 .1300 .7100 
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525 190.0 .1402 163.9 • ::·652 .04556 lC).l .1714 -~70S 

550 195.1 .12ta if3.2_ .2031 .oq13 J 1-1•J ...... 
·~ _,,' . ...._ • 1.30'.) 0 6035 

575 19:;;.6 .1176 162.~ • 26c~1 . llt .. :"2 .1 .. --,73 .6:;55 
600 20:....1 .1G41 ltl .2~s .c51 .o .CG:!. .0:.:71 
625 ...,,'\<''V t:;_ 

C\...Oe_,, • SciS16 153 ;r-::--:.· ·_;77 l._~·) ..... ~l+ .. 039 



TABLE III 

Cri ticB,l Constants of Propane 

Press'tlre, 64J. 3 lbs. per sq. in. absolute 

Temperature, 212.2•F 

Specific Volume, 0.06896 cu.ft. per lb. 
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